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AHW &Co Quarterly Commentary 
                December 31, 2015 We have lift off! 

The Federal Reserve officially ended its zero interest rate policy by raising short term interest rates by .25%. Similar 

to the ending of QE3 and outright bond purchases this move was widely anticipated. What is surprising has been 

the performance of the municipal bond market in the 4th quarter. Seasonal factors usually produce softness during 

October and November as new issuance increases and the supply/demand equation shifts since coupon 

reinvestment and bonds maturing are lower, thus reducing reinvestment cash needing to be put to work. As 

expected, the calendar has provided significant new issuance of approximately $65 billion. Unexpectedly, demand 

has been insatiable and rates have declined as tax exempt bonds responded to the scarcity. Fund flows into the 

municipal securities market have been consistently strong for the past 12 weeks. In 2015, municipal securities have 

rewarded investors with returns above almost all other investment classes. 

As we wind down the year and look towards 2016 it is always helpful to look back, review and continue to refine 

our program strategies. Our firm now is reaching some important milestones by achieving validated track records 

of 3 to 6 year performance results on almost all of our investment programs. Performance results are periodically 

submitted to various data bases including Morningstar Direct and Barclay Hedge. We are proud to be considered as 

est i  lass  afte  ha i g pla ed i  the e  top pe e tiles e sus the u i e se of othe  U“ fi ed i o e 
a age s see i luded g aphs . A d itditio all , Ba la  Hedge a ked ou  Ad a tage  p og a  #  its pee  g oup 

– US Fixed Income Long Only. 

For most managers, 2015 has been a difficult year. While volatility had been expected, many investment classes 

ha e suffe ed, ost ota l  the e e g  se to . It as ’t that lo g ago that oil p i es e e p edi ted to e eed 
$150 per barrel by Goldman Sachs and many other notable Wall St. firms. Investors poured billions of dollars into 

high dividend stocks in the chase for yields with devastating results. What this demonstrates is the unpredictability 

of markets even among so-called experts. We mention this because our strategy is to view the markets and 

especially the municipal bond market with as much peripheral vision as possible. Instead of trying to predict 

market direction, we employ a preparedness assessment and react to opportunities rather than attempting to 

forecast. Regardless of market direction the fragmented nature of the tax free bond market and its inherent 

inefficiencies produce unique trading opportunities.  

Each year the municipal market experiences a January and July effect when a disproportion of principal and 

interest is redeemed, producing anticipated shortages. In the majority of observations this has produced lower 

rates and rising prices. This past year produced a significant price rally early in the year but the 2nd quarter supply 

quickly reversed market direction. We view 2016 with the same cautionary bias as we envisioned 2015. In our 

opi io , the Ja ua  effe t ill e e ide t ut sho t li ed. Positio s e esta lished i  the 4th ua te  to take 
advantage of the phenomenon are intended to be liquidated earlier in 2016 than in prior years. As noted in prior 

newsletters, tax free securities continue to be cheap on a relative basis versus their taxable counterparts in longer 

maturities. This enhanced relative value should provide a buffer and mitigate any surprising interest rate increases. 

Our expectation is for rates to drift more than to increase dramatically.  

Thank you for the opportunity to manage your assets.  

From all of us at A.H. Williams & Co we wish you Happy Holidays and best wishes for 2016. 



Not surprisingly municipal bonds again finished 2015 as the best fixed income 

investment class.  Reduced volume and higher demand continues to produce a huge 

appetite. The negative correlation to equity markets has also provided more attention 

and participation from asset allocators. 



January Effect Lives On As Municipal Bond Funds Flush With Cash 

2016-01-05 05:01:00.1 GMT 

 

 

By Brian Chappatta 

     (Bloomberg) -- Mutual funds in the $3.7 trillion municipal- bond market are flush with cash heading 

into 2016. 

     Individuals added $1.3 billion to funds focused on state and local-government debt in the week 

through Dec. 30, the most in almost a year, Lipper US Fund Flows data show. It marked the 13th 

o se uti e eek that the ’ e gai ed o e , the lo gest st eak since the end of 2014. 

     The surging demand for tax-exempt debt means the market may be headed for its fifth-straight 

Ja ua  gai , said Pete  Ha es, head of u is at Bla kRo k I ., the o ld’s la gest o e  a age . I  
each of the past two years, the first month proved to be the best for returns: Munis rallied 1.8 percent 

in January 

2015 and 2.3 percent in 2014, Bank of America Merrill Lynch data show. 

     Ja ua  is usuall  a positi e pe fo a e o th a d e thi k this Ja ua  ill e positi e,  said 

Hayes, who oversees 

$  illio  of the de t. De a d should e ai  st o g.  

 

     The u i a ket has posted si  st aight o thl  gai s, shaki g off o e s a out Pue to Ri o’s 
escalating fiscal crisis as defaults decline and the finances of most governments continue to improve 

along with the economy. State and local debt was less volatile than stocks, commodities and other 

bonds in 2015, providing higher returns both on an absolute basis and when adjusting for price swings. 

     January tends to deliver a predictable performance. The market has rallied in all but six years since 

1989, Bank of America data show. The last time it dropped was at the start of 2011, after analyst 

Meredith Whitney rattled investors with a prediction for widespread defaults that later proved off base. 

     Individual investors hold the majority of munis through private accounts or mutual funds. They 

so eti es hase pe fo a e  pou i g o e  i to the a ket he  it’s all i g a d ithd a i g it 
during routs. 

     That phenomenon was on display after munis began a three- month losing streak in April 2015, when 

signs of economic gains increased speculation that the Federal Reserve would soon raise interest rates. 

Beginning that May, individuals yanked money from mutual funds for 11 straight weeks, the longest 

stretch of outflows in 18 months. The withdrawals subsided when the market rebounded and the Fed 

delayed its move. 

 

     Most muni analysts expect moderate gains for 2016 as the Fed pushes forward with plans to tighten 

monetary policy further this year, after increasing rates last month for the first time since 2006. Yet with 

U.S. manufacturing contracting in December at the fastest pace in more than six years and the S&P 500 

Index touching its lowest price since October, any positive return may make it stand out in the U.S. 

financial markets. 

     It’s eall  the s eet spot fo  u i i esto s: The U.“. 
g o i g fast e ough to i p o e edit ualit , ut ot too fast to ge e ate a lot of i flatio ,  said Da id 
Hammer, who runs a 

$583 million high- ield fu d at Pa ifi  I est e t Ma age e t Co. i  Ne  Yo k. That ea s i esto s 
are going to focus on the income portion of their portfolio to drive total returns. Munis fit perfectly into 

that.  



Refinancing Wave Drives Record Muni-Bond Sales as Projects Wait 

2015-10-20 04:01:00.3 GMT 

By Elizabeth Campbell 

     (Bloomberg) -- The record pace of U.S. municipal bond sales is doing little to address the 

deteriorating state of the nation’s roads, bridges and other infrastructure. 
     With the Federal Reserve wavering on whether to raise interest rates for the first time in 

more than nine years, state and local governments are rushing to refinance debt instead as 

yields hold near a half-century low. They’ve sold more than $ 0 billion this year, the most 
for the period since at least 2003, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. 

     The flood will continue as governments sell about $40 billion of securities a month for 

the rest of the year, according to Phil Fischer, head of municipal research for Bank of America 

Merrill Lynch in New York, the top underwriter of tax-exempt debt during the first half of 

2015. Most of the sales are for refinancing as states and cities once battered by the recession 

remain wary of running up new debt for public works. This is an environment of low 
yields,  said Vikram Rai, head of municipal strategy in New York at Citigroup Inc. It’s a 
great opportunity to actually fund this country’s infrastructure needs, and they’re missing out 
on that.  The borrowing will cause the $3.7 trillion municipal market to grow for the first time 

since 2010, the last year of a federal program that subsidized bonds for construction projects. 

The dearth of new debt since and the refinancing wave has eased the fiscal pressure on state 

and local governments. Their annual interest payments slipped to about $188 billion by the end 

of June from as much as $204 billion in early 2013, according to U.S. Commerce Department 

figures. 

                          Market Gains 

     The shift in supply hasn’t tempered the market’s gains, with tax-exempt debt returning 
about 2.1 percent through Oct. 

, according to Bank of America’s indexes. That’s about triple the return on corporate debt 
and matches the gain for Treasuries. Demand has been fueled by an influx of money into 

municipal-bond funds, which have received about $5.4 billion from investors this year, 

according to Lipper US Fund Flows data. Meanwhile, the refinancing has caused some debt to be 

paid off early. You’ve got really too much money chasing too few bonds,  said Robert Miller, a 

senior portfolio manager at Wells Fargo Asset Management, which oversees about $39 billion of 

munis. There’s enough cash still on the sidelines to be invested where we can absorb additional 
supply.  

     California is among borrowers that are refinancing. The most-populous state is selling 

about $961 million of general- obligation bonds Tuesday in an auction among underwriters. Last 

week, New York’s Long Island Power Authority raised $  billion to pay off higher-cost debt. 
     It’s not a sure thing that the pace of refinancing will hold up, said Michael Johnson, 
managing partner at Gurtin Fixed Income Management, which oversees $9.7 billion of munis. Many 

borrowers probably did so earlier this year because of anticipation that the Fed would raise 

interest rates by September, he said. I would expect the pace of refundings to decline,  said 
Johnson, who is based in Solana Beach, California. There was likely some front-loading of 
refundings due to an expected rise in interest rates.  

                         Building Needs 

     The long-brewing need to finance infrastructure projects may drive new bond sales if 

refinancings wane. Governments can’t keep putting off needed work on everything from mass 
transit lines to water and sewer systems, said Dan Heckman, senior fixed-income strategist at 

U.S. Bank Wealth Management, which oversees about $126 billion of assets. The American Society 

of Civil Engineers has estimated that more than $  trillion of such work should be done. It’s 
a lot of demand building up,  said Heckman, who is based in Kansas City, Missouri. There’s a 
real good possibility that that will be the trigger that will change kind of this dynamic of 

new issuance.  There’s a tendency for issuers to rush to the market at the end of the year, said 
Bank of America’s Fischer, who forecasts that bond sales will reach a record $ 0 billion in 
2015. The bank estimates that only about a third of sales this year have raised new funds, 

instead of refinancing previously issued debt. I have a lot of confidence that we’ll get more 
infrastructure financing and the reason for it is I have chemistry on my side,  Fischer said. 
Paint will not hold up the bridge.  



Muni Buyers Plow Into Long Bonds to Win Once Fed Increases Rates 

2015-12-08 13:56:39.76 GMT 

By Brian Chappatta 

     (Bloomberg) -- Municipal-bond investors are snapping up the longest-maturing tax-exempt 

debt as the Federal Reserve prepares to raise interest rates, even though yields signal it’s 
the worst time to do so in almost three years. That’s because if history is any guide, the 
securities will be the best performers in the $3.7 trillion market when the Fed tightens 

monetary policy, a move it may take next week after seven years of holding borrowing costs near 

zero. The buying spree pushed the extra yield buyers pick up for holding 10-year debt instead of 

two-year securities to as little as 1.34 percentage points on Monday, near the lowest since 

January 2013, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. The shift shows how investors are 

positioning to gain from higher interest rates, which are typically a drag on returns in the 

fixed-income market. 

     When the Fed last boosted interest rates from 2004 through 2006, munis maturing in 22 

years or more delivered annual returns of 6.5 percent, more than triple the gains on securities 

due in 3 years or less, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch indexes.  The market is primed 

for a repeat, according to John Dillon, managing director at Morgan Stanley Wealth Management 

in Purchase, New York. Analysts at Janney Montgomery Scott and RBC Capital Markets are 

predicting the same. 

     My expectation is that you do see out-performance on the mid-part of the curve to the 
back-end of the curve,  Dillon said in a telephone interview. You could get a lot more 
flattening of the muni curve as we go forward.  Investors agree. They’ve poured $ .  billion 
into long-term muni mutual funds over the course of nine weeks, the longest stretch of inflows 

in at least a year, Lipper US Fund Flows data show.  Muni buyers have been projecting that 

longer-dated bonds would fare well once the Fed starts raising short-term rates, with the 

securities seen as the best positioned to remain stable or gain because of subdued inflation 

expectations over the next year. There’s a  percent chance the Fed will raise its benchmark 
at its Dec. 15-16 meeting, according to futures data compiled by Bloomberg. 

                        Risk and Reward 

     Investors usually demand greater yields to own bonds that mature far in the future because 

of the risk that inflation will erode the value of fixed interest payments. When buyers are 

confident that inflation won’t pick up, they can capture more yield by extending the maturity 
of their holdings.Prices are expected to hold relatively stable: the Fed expects inflation of 

1.7 percent next year, according forecasts released in September, less than the 2 percent rate 

that it targets. The risk-reward calculation when you extend duration at this point indicates 
that people are getting paid for moving out on the curve,  said Chris Mauro, head of muni 
strategy at RBC in New York. There doesn’t seem to be a lot of pressure on the longer end of 
the curve right now given the economic backdrop.  

     Benchmark 30-year muni yields touched 3.02 percent last week, the lowest since April and 

down 0.23 percentage points over a two-week span, Bloomberg data show. By contrast, two-year 

yields have jumped to the highest since June 2013. That has narrowed the difference between the 

two to 2.3 percentage points, a 10-month low. 

     Over the past four weeks, investors have added $1.8 billion to muni mutual funds as the 

central bank assures markets that the pace of increases will be gradual, the Lipper data show. 

That suggests investors are less concerned about the impact of a rate increase then they were 

in September, when they yanked $1.4 billion from the funds in the four weeks leading up to the 

Fed’s decision. 
     Investors should feel comfortable moving out on the yield 
curve: Long-term rates aren’t going to go shooting up just because the Fed is hiking short-term 
rates,  said Alan Schankel, a managing director at Janney Montgomery Scott in Philadelphia. 
That’s based on a lethargic economic growth scenario and a lack of inflationary concerns.  



January Effect Lives On As Municipal Bond Funds Flush With Cash 

2016-01-05 05:01:00.1 GMT 

 

 

By Brian Chappatta 

     (Bloomberg) -- Mutual funds in the $3.7 trillion municipal- bond market are flush with cash heading 

into 2016. 

     Individuals added $1.3 billion to funds focused on state and local-government debt in the week 

through Dec. 30, the most in almost a year, Lipper US Fund Flows data show. It marked the 13th 

o se uti e eek that the ’ e gai ed o e , the lo gest st eak si e the e d of 4. 
     The surging demand for tax-exempt debt means the market may be headed for its fifth-straight 

January gai , said Pete  Ha es, head of u is at Bla kRo k I ., the o ld’s la gest o e  a age . I  
each of the past two years, the first month proved to be the best for returns: Munis rallied 1.8 percent 

in January 

2015 and 2.3 percent in 2014, Bank of America Merrill Lynch data show. 

     Ja ua  is usuall  a positi e pe fo a e o th a d e thi k this Ja ua  ill e positi e,  said 
Hayes, who oversees 

$  illio  of the de t. De a d should e ai  st o g.  

 

     The u i a ket has posted si  st aight o thl  gai s, shaki g off o e s a out Pue to Ri o’s 
escalating fiscal crisis as defaults decline and the finances of most governments continue to improve 

along with the economy. State and local debt was less volatile than stocks, commodities and other 

bonds in 2015, providing higher returns both on an absolute basis and when adjusting for price swings. 

     January tends to deliver a predictable performance. The market has rallied in all but six years since 

1989, Bank of America data show. The last time it dropped was at the start of 2011, after analyst 

Meredith Whitney rattled investors with a prediction for widespread defaults that later proved off base. 

     Individual investors hold the majority of munis through private accounts or mutual funds. They 

so eti es hase pe fo a e  pou i g o e  i to the a ket he  it’s all i g a d ithd a i g it 
during routs. 

     That phenomenon was on display after munis began a three- month losing streak in April 2015, when 

signs of economic gains increased speculation that the Federal Reserve would soon raise interest rates. 

Beginning that May, individuals yanked money from mutual funds for 11 straight weeks, the longest 

stretch of outflows in 18 months. The withdrawals subsided when the market rebounded and the Fed 

delayed its move. 

 

     Most muni analysts expect moderate gains for 2016 as the Fed pushes forward with plans to tighten 

monetary policy further this year, after increasing rates last month for the first time since 2006. Yet with 

U.S. manufacturing contracting in December at the fastest pace in more than six years and the S&P 500 

Index touching its lowest price since October, any positive return may make it stand out in the U.S. 

financial markets. 

     It’s eall  the s eet spot fo  u i i esto s: The U.“. 
g o i g fast e ough to i p o e edit ualit , ut ot too fast to ge e ate a lot of i flatio ,  said Da id 
Hammer, who runs a 

$583 million high-yield fund at Pacific Investme t Ma age e t Co. i  Ne  Yo k. That ea s i esto s 
are going to focus on the income portion of their portfolio to drive total returns. Munis fit perfectly into 

that.  



Muni-Bond Buyers Say Forget the Fed as Market Set for Top Gains 

2015-12-16 13:24:01.979 GMT 

By Elizabeth Campbell 

     (Bloomberg) -- As municipal bonds head toward the strongest returns in the U.S. fixed-

income markets this year, investors say the end of near-zero interest rates will do little to 

knock state and local-government debt off its stride. Money has been pouring into muni funds at 

the fastest pace since January. Defaults are falling for a fifth straight year. 

State and cities are being aided by an influx of tax revenue, thanks to rising real estate 

prices and falling unemployment. And the push to lift borrowing costs comes after a years-long 

refinancing wave may have run its course: Most analysts predict that new bond sales will hold 

steady or even fall in 2016. Demand for munis has been tremendous,  said John Bonnell, a senior 
portfolio manager in San Antonio at USAA Investment Management Co., which oversees $20 billion 

of local debt. There’s just so much cash in our market looking to get invested.  

     The $3.7 trillion muni market has returned 3.3 percent this year, on track for a second 

straight annual gain, as the income bondholders pocketed from interest outstripped any drop in 

prices, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s index. That’s nearly three times the return 
for Treasuries and compares with a 0.4 percent loss in the corporate-bond market amid a selloff 

in the riskiest securities in anticipation of higher borrowing costs. 

                       Long-Awaited Move 

     The bond markets have long been preparing for Fed Chair Janet Yellen to raise interest 

rates from near zero, where they’ve been since the depths of the credit crisis in 00 . 
There’s a  percent chance the Fed will raise its benchmark rate at the conclusion of its 
meeting Wednesday, according to futures data compiled by Bloomberg. A gradual tightening of 

monetary policy may be a boon to some segments of the market, if history is a guide. That’s 
because long-term rates often fall in anticipation of slower economic growth and diminished 

expectations for inflation, which erodes the value of fixed interest payments. From 2004 to 

2006, the last time the Fed was boosting rates, munis maturing in 22 years or more saw annual 

returns of 6.5 percent, more than triple the gains on securities due in 3 years or less, 

according to Bank of America’s indexes. U.S. Bancorp., USAA Investment Management Co., Barclays 

Plc and Citigroup Inc. are all projecting a so-called flattening of the municipal yield curve, 

or a narrowing of the gap between short- and long-term rates. When that happens, bonds with 

longer maturities tend to outperform. Investors appear to be expecting just that. In the week 

through Dec. 9, they added $742 million into tax-exempt funds, the most since January, 

according to Lipper U.S. Fund Flows data. More than $3 billion has flooded into long-term muni 

funds over the past 10 weeks. 

                        Fiscal Recovery 

     The influx comes as governments continue to recover from the financial toll of the 

recession, which led then to pay down debt from 2011 through last year. State tax revenue rose 

by 6.8 percent in the second quarter from a year earlier, according to the Nelson A. 

Rockefeller Institute of Government in Albany. A survey by the National League of Cities 

released in September found that 82 percent said they were better off than a year earlier, the 

most since at least 1990. Piper Jaffray Cos. and U.S. Bancorp say the pace of securities 

offerings will slow next year, while BlackRock Inc. predicts it will be little changed. While 

Citigroup Inc. projects that issuance will rise to $413 billion from about $397 billion this 

year, Vikram Rai, the bank’s head of muni strategy in New York, says demand will be strong 
enough to keep prices in check. Demand is strong; issuance is low,  said Peter Hayes, who 
oversees $111 billion as head of munis at New York-based BlackRock, the world’s biggest money 
manager. Our theme for next year is really about maximizing carry, or income, in an 
environment where rates are fairly benign and don’t rise dramatically.  This is probably the 

"most well-advertised rate hike  in Fed history, said Dan Heckman, senior fixed-income 
strategist at U.S. Bank Wealth Management, which oversees about $130 billion. He said the most 

important thing to investors is how quickly -- and by how much -- policymakers act again. The 
move will be actually a little more positive for munis than other parts of the bond market,  
Heckman said. 

 





 



Important Disclosure Information 
 
 A.H. Willia s & Co LP AHW  is a egiste ed i est e t ad iso  lo ated i  Philadelphia, Pe s l a ia. 
AHW and its representatives are in compliance with the current filling requirements imposed upon registered 
investment advisors by those states in which AHW maintains clients. AHWCO may only transact business in states 

hi h it is egiste ed, o  ualifies fo  a  e e ptio  o  e lusio  f o  egist atio  e ui e e ts. AHW’s e  site is 
limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its advisory services, together with access to 
additional investment related information, publications, and links. 
 A o di gl , the pu li atio  of AHW’s e  site o  the I te et should ot e o st ued  a  usto e  
a d / o  p ospe ti e lie t as AHW’s soli itatio  to effe t, o  atte pt to effe t t a sa tio s i  se u ities, o  the 
rendering of personalized investment advice for compensation, over the Internet.  Any subsequent, direct 
communication by AHW with a prospective client shall be conducted by a representative that is either registered or 
qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the state where the prospective client resides. For 
information pertaining to the registration status of AHW, please contact the SEC or state securities regulators for those 
states hi h AHW ai tai s a oti e of fili g.  A op  of AHW’s itte  dis losu e state e t dis ussi g AHW’s 
business operations, services, and fees is available from AHW upon written request. AHW does not make any 
representations or warranties as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or relevance of any 
i for atio  prepared y a y u affiliated third party, hether li ked to AHW’s e  site or i orporated herei , a d 
takes no responsibility thereof.  All such information is provided solely for convenience purposes only and all users 
thereof should be guided accordingly. 
 Please remember that different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no 
assurance that the future performance of any specific investment or investment strategy (including those undertaken 
o  e o e ded  AHW , ill e p ofita le o  e ual a  histo i al pe fo a e le el s .  Ce tai  po tio s of AHW’s 

e  site i.e. e slette s, a ti les, o e ta ies, et .  a  o tai  a dis ussio  of a d/o  p o ide a ess to, AHW’s  
(and those of other investment and non-investment professionals) positions and/or recommendations as of a specific 
prior date. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions, such discussion may no longer be reflective of 
current position(s) and/or recommendation(s). Moreover, no client or prospective client should assume than any such 
discussion serves as the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized advice of AHW, or from any other investment 
professional. AHW is neither an attorney nor an accountant, and no portion of the web site content should be 
interpreted as legal, accounting or tax advice. 
 Rankings and/or recognition by unaffiliated rating services and/or publications should not be construed 
by a client or prospective client as a guarantee that he/she will experience certain levels of results if AHW is engaged, 
or continues to be engaged, to provide investment advisory services, nor should it be construed as a current or past 
endorsement of AHW by any of its clients. Ranks published by magazines, and others, generally base their selections 
exclusively on information prepared and/or submitted by the recognized advisor. 
 Ea h lie t a d prospe ti e lie t agrees, as a o ditio  pre ede t to his/her/it a ess to AHW’s site to 
release and hold harmless AHW, its officers, directors, owners, employees and agents from any and all adverse 
consequences resulting from any of his/her/its actions and/or omissions which are independent of his/her/its 
receipt of personalized individual advice from AHW 
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